Green Screen Improves Quality

GA Stall informs Unitarians of Progress

UKunitarianTV celebrated its first anniversary with
a stall at the GA (the annual Unitarian conference),
to let Unitarians know just how far the project has
come in just one year.
The stand featured a large display showing a
continuous loop of video demonstrating the quality
of the many films that have been created since the
birth of the project. The screen was also used to
demonstrate the newly purchased camera, as seen
in the image above, where Joan Wilkinson interviews
Peter Zone who came over from Sweden for the
event. The crew manning the stall helped answer
questions on the venture, accepted many donations,
distributed newsletters and collected details of many
new individuals and congregations who wish to get
involved with the project.
“We did exactly what we needed to do” said James
Barry “People seemed very surprised and interested
at just what we have managed to do in a year.”

The GA was a great opportunity to try out
Kevin Lowe’s latest piece of equipment,
a ‘green screen’ studio background
system. The very specific colour, known
in the trade as a ‘chroma’ colour enables
editing software to replace it with an image. The
example below shows the results for a film created
for Simple Gifts who wanted UKunitarianTV to help
them create a series of films.
Until now the films could not be given the ‘studio
look’ and branding the videos was very difficult.
This facility is used extensively in the film industry
to create special effects, but this is one aspect we
don’t think we will need! As well as the Simple Gifts
videos, the team used the opportunty of having so
many Unitarians in one place, to create many other
films which will be aired over the coming months.
These include the Unitarian work currently active in
Wales, ministry life in Belfast where tensions are still
very high and a discussion with a ministry student.
Below left: Rev Sue Woolley filmed in front of the
green screen.
Below right: The finished film where the background
has been changed to white and to include the Simple
Gifts logo.
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Are your videos Legal?

UK Copyright is extremely complex but anyone who
has ever asked to video a wedding in a church will
know that royalties need to be paid if any music is
involved. If any video is made public on a website
like Youtube without the payment, it is illegal. To
keep on the right side of the law UKunitarianTV have
purchased a Limited Online Music License to allow us
to broadcast material that includes hymns and other
music related to worship.

Films from Kensington

Two videos have been created recently for the
Essex Unitarian Church in Kensington, London. One
features members of the congregation and minister,
Rev Sarah Tinker explaining what people get out of
attending a service at their church. The second film
is of Sarah’s sermon - normally this is only available
as an audio podcast.

YouTube Statistics

UKunitarianTV are using the ukunitarians YouTube
account that now has 108 videos. These have been
viewed over 57,765 times since the channel was
set up 4 years ago. The most popular clip is one
featuring Rev David Usher on Unitarian beliefs which
has recorded 7,750 hits, second was David answering
the question Are Unitarians Christians? The best
congregation film is one by York with 1,512 viewings.
The statistics state that 66% of the audience is male
with most being in the 45-64 age group.
Half the views are directly from the YouTube website
and the other half from where the film is viewed
embedded from Facebook and congregational
websites. 8% of the views were from mobile devices.
After the UK, the top locations for the films being
watched are the US, Canada, Australia and Ireland.
150 comments have been left and 92% liked the
videos with only 8% selecting the dislike option.

New Programmes

A new loop of programmes has just been
uploaded on our web site. To view just go to

www.ukunitarian.tv
Filming Kit List

To produce a good quality recording of a service the
following equipment is required:
Medium spec professional camera
£ 2,500
Secondary cameras 2 @ £500

£ 1,000

Remote video control system

£ 2,000

Audio mixer

£ 200

Video cables

£ 300

Video mixer

£ 1,700

Organ + congregation microphones

£ 540

Lapel microphone for worship leader

£ 470

Loop system adaptors/cables

£ 100

Auto-cue system

£ 600

Total

£9,410

Please help us to purchase some of this equipment
if you can. We are attempting to get a set of
equipment for both the South East and the
Manchester areas and so far we have less than one
full set.

Zero Cost Committee Meetings

The UKunitarianTV steering group has not spent a
single penny of their funding on the 8 committee
meetings it has had over the last year. The group has
not met physically and some members have never
met each other in person. The group now has a Skype
group set up at no cost to anyone. The free internet
service has enabled all the members to participate
fully including Peter Zone who is in Sweden. Relevant
documents are emailed before the meetings to save
on postage, and minutes are sent out the same way.
Where possible all banking is done online and receipts
scanned and emailed to the Treasurer, again saving
postage.
The group would like all those who have made
donations to understand that none of the money the
group receives is used for administrative costs.
If any other Unitarian committee requires advice
or assistance in using the free services that are
available, we are more than happy to share our very
positive experience with this way of working.
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